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M a y  C e n t r e  M e e t in g

Dr. David Malin
of the Anglo-Australian O bservatory

Things to See and D o In  the Dark

T hursday, M ay 31, 1990, 8:00 PM, 
National M useum of Science and T echnology

See Enclosed Flyer for Details

HIA C olloquium

Dr. David Malin

Photography in A stronomy

F riday, J une 1 , 1990, 2:00 PM 
NRC A uditorium, 100 Sussex D rive

Photography has a unique dual role in astronomy, where it is both recorder and detector of the 
incoming radiation. These properties, first exploited over 100 years ago, are responsible for most of 

what we know about the Universe. Although in recent years, electronic devices have taken over many 
of photography’s roles, the peculiar nature of the photographic process still offers excellent 

opportunities for astronomical advance.

This profusely illustrated talk will briefly cover modem developments in astronomical photography 
and show how new materials and techniques can be applied to current astronomical problems. 

Examples of recent discoveries made from photographic plates will be discussed and the talk will 
conclude with some recent examples which emphasize the scientific value of revealing the true colours

of astronomical objects.
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RASC Centennial Celebration

Saturday, J une 30, 1990 
Carleton University Alumni Theatre

Lydia Dotto
P lanet E arth as a L ife  Support System (9:30)

Terence Dickinson
N aturalists of the N ight (11:00)

Richard Jarrel
A stronomy for a C ivilized Society (1:30)

Rene Racine
A stronomical R esearch: P ain and Bliss (3:00)

Joseph Veverka
T h e  H e l e n  S a w y e r  H o g g  L e c t u r e  

E xploration of the Solar System (7:30)

Free Admission
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IMPORTANT NOTICES: There will be no AstroNotes next month. 
The next issue will be in July. The May Centre Meeting will be at a 
special date and location.

EVENT HORIZONS Doug G e o rge

May 4 Observers’ Group Meeting -  NRC Auditorium, 100 Sussex 
Drive, 8:00 pm.

May 18/19 "Galaxies" Star Party -  Indian River Observatory. Event will 
take place on first clear night that weekend.

May 31 Centre Meeting -  Dr. David Malin of the Anglo-Australian 
Observatory, "Things to See and Do in the Dark". National Museum 
o f Science and Technology, 8:00 pm. Dr. Malin will be presenting a 
second, different talk at the NRC the following day, at 2:00 pm.

Jun. 1 Observers* Group Meeting -  NRC Auditorium, 100 Sussex 
Drive, 8:00 pm.

June 28-July 2 1990 General Assembly -  Carleton University.

Ju l.6 Observers’ Group Meeting -  NRC Auditorium, 100 Sussex 
Drive, 8:00 pm.

Jul. 21/22 Annual Picnic and Star Party (chez Rolf Meier).

July 27-28 Stellafane Amateur Telescope M akers’ Convention -  The
longest-running astronomical event in North America; Springfield, 
Vermont.

Aug. 10 Observers’ Group Meeting -  NRC Auditorium, 100 Sussex 
Drive, 8:00 pm. Note: Second Friday.

Aug. 17-19 Starfest ’90 -  a Canadian alternative to Stellafane near Guelph 
Ontario, run by the North York Astronomical Society. Highly 
recommended. This year the keynote speaker is David Levy.

ASTEROID NAMED IN HONOUR OF RASC Doug George

Minor Planet number 4113 has been named RASCANA by its 
discoverer, Dr. E.R. Bowell of the Lowell Observatory. This name was 
chosen to commemorate the Centenary of the incorporation of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada.
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STAR STRUCK!

Over the last twelve months, we have had an incredible number of 
fascinating astronomical events both in Ottawa and around the world. 
We have listened to speakers like Terry Dickinson, Clyde Tombaugh, 
Ian Halliday, Peter Millman, and Lloyd Higgs. We have seen Voyager 
soar past Neptune and the Hubble Space Telescope finally make it to 
orbit We have seen a beautiful lunar eclipse and some fantastic auroral 
displays.

In the next two months, the excitement continues to build. Later this 
month, the world-renowned astrophotographer David Malin will be in 
Ottawa with his beautiful photographs that have amazed amateur and 
professional astronomers around the world. Then, at the end of June, a 
constellation o f speakers including Lydia Dotto, Terry Dickinson, 
Richard Jarrell, Rene Racine, and Joseph Veverka will be speaking at 
our General Assembly. We will also watch NASA’s incredible 
OMNIMAX film, "The Dream is Alive".

We are enjoying incredible times for astronomy in Ottawa. Join in!

Doug G eo rge

INDIAN RIVER OBSERVATORY KEYHOLDERS

The following members are currently Full Keyholders:

Hilderic Browne 
Rick Crook 
Mike Dacey 
B ill Dey
Dave Fedosiewich 
Sandy Ferguson

Doug George 
Fred Lossing 
Rolf Meier 
Robin Molson 
Frank Roy 
Rick Wagner

The following are Clubhouse-Only Keyholders: 

Derek MacLeod Gary Mussar

GENERAL ASSEMBLY Rob M cCa llum

By now most Ottawa Centre members are likely aware that our Centre 
will be hosting the Society’s 1990 General Assembly over the July 1st 
long weekend. With just two months to go, I thought I ’d update our 
members on the Organizing Committee’s plans.
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For those planning to attend: Registration packages, including 
information on all activities, can be obtained from our Centre Secretary, 
Derek MacLeod (836-4914) or the GA Registration Coordinator, Jane 
Lund (225-8242). I have a few copies as well, and since I work 
downtown, some members may find it more convenient to arrange to 
pick one up while at work (call me at 225-3167 home, 560-2064 work). 
Please note that the deadline for the return of completed registration 
forms is June 1. Abstracts for the Paper Sessions (they must be approved 
by your Centre Council - contact Derek MacLeod) are due by May 18.

Before filling out your registration form, we would ask Ottawa Centre 
members to help us out in a couple of very simple ways. First: please, if 
you can, sign up for the Museum of Civilization tour (it includes a 
viewing of "The Dream is Alive" in the IMAX/OMNIMAX theatre). We 
have a high fixed cost for the tour, and a big turnout will help with our 
finances. Perhaps even members of your family or friends who aren’t 
otherwise participating in the GA might like to attend. If you are 
interested in attending the theatre show only, we expect to have a 
quantity of tickets available at a reduced price.

Second: We are asking local members not to take the Solar Observatory 
tour as the site isn’t really large enough to accommodate a large group of 
people, and we’d like to limit numbers. We are arranging for a date later 
in the summer when Ottawa Centre members will be able to have a 
separate tour.

For those who would like to help: On the GA weekend we’ll need the 
assistance of quite a number of local members for such duties as display 
room supervision, transportation, and registration of delegates. Let me 
know if you’re interested and we’ll add you to the volunteer list.

One particular job, requiring about half a dozen helpers, is to act as 
guides for the Solar Observatory tour. This activity takes place on a 
working day (Tuesday, July 3) for many people, so if you’re available, 
please volunteer. There will be a training session a few weeks 
beforehand, on a date to be announced.

If you’ve never been to a GA before, 1990 is likely to be your best (and 
cheapest) opportunity for some time. Why not come on out and meet 
fellow amateurs from across Canada? Let’s have a big showing from 
Ottawa!
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G A  SCHEDULE

Fri June 29

Sat June 30

Sun July 1

Mon July 2

Tue July 3

13:00-17:00
17:00-18:30
19:00-20:15
20:30-22:00
22:00-
22:00-

National Council Meeting 
Dinner
East vs. West Softball Game 
Slide Show
Indian River Observatory 
Carleton U. Observatory

("You and the Universe" Symposium) 
07:30-09:00 Breakfast 
09:30-10:30 Speaker 1: Lydia Dotto 
11:00-12:00 Speaker 2: Terence Dickinson 
12:00-13:30 Lunch 
13:30-14:30 Speaker 3: Richard Jarrell 
15:00-16:00 Speaker 4: Rene Racine 
17:00-18:30 Dinner
19:30-20:30 Hogg Lecture: Joseph Veverka 
21:00-23:00 RASC Wine and Cheese

07:30-09:00 Breakfast 
09:00-11:50 Paper Session I 
11:55-12:00 Group Photo 
12:00-13:30 Lunch 
13:30-17:00 Paper Session II 
18:00-19:30 BBQ Dinner 
20:00- Canada Day Activities
21:00- IRO Open House

07:30-09:00 Breakfast
08:15-13:00 Tour - Museum of Civilization

(including CinePlus Theatre) 
(does not include lunch)

12:00-13:30 Lunch (for those not on museum tour) 
14:00-15:30 Annual Meeting 
15:30-17:00 National Council Meeting 
18:00 Buses leave for Banquet
18:30-23:00 Banquet at NAC

07:30-09:00 Breakfast
Tour - Ottawa River Solar Observatory 

08:30-11:30 1st group
10:00-13:00 2nd group (will return in time for lunch) 
12:00-13:30 Lunch
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DOWN IN FRONT! Brian McCullough

I was pretty certain the M42 nebula in Orion wasn’t a "variable" object. 
Yet why did it suddenly go dim, brighten again, and then go so dim that 
it was barely visible?

I looked up from the eyepiece. It was Star Party night at IRO and Max 
Stuart was set up with his Schiefspeigler a few feet in front and to the 
right of me. He was clear, but a visitor at his station was slowly moving 
in and out of my line of sight. Rats.

I didn’t really want to move my telescope. But just as I was about to say 
something, the visitor turned towards me and wandered over. 
Unwittingly, he walked directly up my line of sight and stopped right in 
front of the business end of my ’scope. Total eclipse.

"What are you looking at?" he inquired politely.

I couldn’t resist giving him a good-natured jab -  "The Hosehead 
nebula," I said.

He chewed on this for a moment, scanning his memory banks of the 
NGC and M numbers for a closest fit. He very quickly decided I was 
putting him on, but played along like a good sport. "Hosehead nebula?"

"Yeah," I said. "I’ve been looking at the back of your head -  you were 
standing in the way."

Well, we shared a good laugh over that one. But, then, it seemed most 
everyone was having a chuckle or two that night. Like when one of the 
older hands introduced someone to another "unlisted" object -  the 
elusive "Clownface" nebula. (You see, what you do is, you make a crazy 
face and stick yer mug in front of... well, you get the idea.)

(I had a similar experience last summer -  I reeled back from the eyepiece as a huge, 
ugly monster flew into the field of the 16-inch. It was actually the silhouette of a 
mosquito that flew up into the focal plane of the eyepiece. -Ed.)
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WHERE THE COM ETS ARE

A few members reported seeing Comet Austin last month. I observed it 
on the morning of Monday, April 23 at 4:30 EDT, using 10X 50  
binoculars at IRO. The sky conditions were at IRO’s best, and a bright 
aurora had disappeared about 15 minutes earlier. The comet appeared 
strongly condensed with a magnitude of approximately 4.5. I easily 
detected the tail, which was about 2° in length. In fact, I first identified 
the comet by noticing the tail.

Doug G e o rge

Austin therefore appears similar to Halley’s Comet, but it should have 
better viewing conditions for a much longer time. Although Austin does 
not compare to the last great comet, Comet West, the coma is naked-eye 
visible. It definitely is worth the early rise to have a look.

COMET AUSTIN (1989c1)

1 9 9 0  ET R . A .  ( 1 9 5 0 )  D e c l . ml
May 9 2 3  1 3 . 0 8 + 3 2  5 0 . 4 3 . 5

14 2 2  2 8 . 1 9 + 2 8  2 9 . 0
19 2 1  2 8 . 1 0 + 2 0  1 8 . 7 3 . 3
24 2 0  1 1 . 8 9 + 6 4 1 . 0
2 9 18  5 0 . 8 3 -  9 1 6 . 4 3 . 6

J u n e  3 17 4 2 . 2 8 - 2 1  0 0 . 3
8 1 6  5 2 . 8 8 - 2 7  3 2 . 4 5 . 0

COMET SKORICHENKO-GEORGE (1989e1)
1 9 9 0  ET R . A .  ( 1 9 5 0 )  D e c l . ml
May 9 4 3 0 . 5 6 + 3 4  5 8 . 6 9 . 0

14 4 4 7 . 1 2 + 3 3  3 3 . 9
1 9 5 0 2 . 7 7 + 3 2  0 6 . 2 9 . 2
24 5 1 7 . 5 7 + 3 0  3 6 . 3
2 9 5 3 1 . 5 8 + 2 9  0 4 . 9 9 . 4

LIFE MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES David Lane

Last year Halifax Centre proposed to National Council that a certificate 
suitable for wall hanging be provided to life members of the Society. Our 
motion was approved and the Halifax Centre agreed to provide and 
distribute certificates for existing life members.

A certificate will be provided free of charge to those life members who 
request one fro m :

Halifax Centre 
c/o 1747 Summer Street 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 3A6
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METEOR REPORT Rolf Meier

The great thing about meteor observing is that it’s inexpensive, requiring 
minimal equipment (reclining lawn chair, blanket). And so eight 
observers were equipped for the April Lyrids on the nights of Saturday, 
April 21 and Sunday, April 22. Both nights were clear (finally; the 
beginning of April was really cloudy) and not too cold. An aurora 
display added to the excitement on the second night.

This was the first "official" session of the year, held at the home of the 
meteor coordinator, at 2575 Upper Dwyer Hill Road. Out here, Ottawa 
light pollution is practically insignificant.

The Lyrid peak occurred midway between our two sessions, and 
therefore the Lyrid rate was not as high as the possible maximum. 
Furthermore, both sessions ended well before midnight, and meteor rates 
are always highest just before dawn.

Here are the statistics:

Total Meteors: 61
Lyrids: 21
Non-shower: 40

1990 Totals

Observer Hours Meteors

Nick Balaskas 1:50 11
Eric Brown 1:30 7
Jim Clark 1:10 11
Anthony Dore 1:20 8
David Fedosiewich 1:50 15
Pat Matheson 2:50 10
Linda Meier 2:50 16
Rolf Meier 3:20 27

The next shower is the Eta Aquarids, reaching maximum just before the 
May Observers’ Group meeting. The moon is expected to reduce rates 
significantly. The Delta Aquarids and Perseids later this summer should 
put on a much better show.
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Perceptor
and TelescopesTrans Canada

Everything for the Amateur Astronomer
Astronomical Telescopes & Accessories 

Tripods, Equatorial Mounts 
Spotting Scopes, Binoculars, Photographic Equipment 

Books, Charts, Sky Maps, Posters

Friendly  Service, E xpert Advice, Lowest P rices

Large Inventory - All M ajor Brands
Aclerblick (Carton), Astro-Physics*, Bausch &  Lomb, Bushnell, Byers, Celestron, Coulter, 
Daystar, Fujinon, Hexadome (Kinard), Leitz, Losmandy (Hollywood G eneral M achlng), 
Lumicon, Manfrotto, M eade, M otodec & Motofocus (Jim 's M obile), Nikon, Parks, 
Q uestar*, SureSharp (Spectra), Steiner, Swarovski, Takahashi. TeleVue. Tekad (Kufeld). 
Thousand Oaks. Tuthill. University Optics. VernonScope. Zeiss . . . and m any others 

* Exclusive in C an ada

John & Susanne Kidner invite you to . . .
V isit o u r  show room or

On Hwy 27, 1/2 Mile South of Hwy 9

SCHOM BERG

Perceptor
Brownsville Junction 
Plaza (2 n d  Floor)

Enter by the blue door off the courtyard 
mid-way along the plaza

Wed. 10 am to 6 pm
Thurs. 10 am to 6 pm
Fri. 10 am to 6 pm
Sat.* 10am to 4pm

Other times by arrangement
* Closed Saturdays on "Holiday" Weekends

O rd e r  c o n v e n ie n tly  
by p h o n e  o r  m a il

from Perceptor 
or from our

discount mail order division;

TelescopesTransCanada
P. O. Box 823

Aurora, Ontario L4G 4J9
Call or writs tor free price list 

(416) 939-8274

Perceptor 
Brownsville Junction 

Box 38, Suite 103 
Schomberg, Ontario 

L0G 1T0 
(416) 939-2313
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Things to See
T he National Museum  

of Science and 
Technology presents an 

evening that’s out of this 
world —  a free slide show 
and talk by David Malin, 
Photographic Scientist at 
the Anglo-Australian 
Observatory.

THURSDAY, MAY 31 , 1990
8 p.m. in the Auditorium

and Do in
Dark

L  e Musée national des sciences 
et de la technologie vous invite 

à assister gratuitement à une 
fascinante causerie illustrée de 
d i a p o s i t i v e s ,présentée (en anglais) 

en soirée par l'astrophotographe 
David Malin, de l
Anglo-Australian.

Brightly lit cities and airborne pollution hide the subtle beauty of the night sky from many of us.Dr. David Ma lin , international ly  renowned innovator in astronomical photography, will describe simple photographic techniques that can be used by anyone with a camera to reveal the colours of the stars.These colours have real scientific meaning and tell us about our place in the Milky Way Galaxy.Dr. Malin will present a series of slides of the most spectacular objects in the southern skies as recorded by Australia’s largest optical telescopes. These pictures, made by new techniques specially designed to extract colour images from the faintest astronomical objects, will include the latest pictures of Supernova 1987A, an event that marked the death of a star much more massive than our Sun.
For more information, 
contact 613 991-3044.

National Museum 
of Science 
and Technology

L ’éclairage urbain et la pollution de l’air 
masquent à plusieurs d ’entre nous la 
délicate beauté du ciel nocturne. Inno
vateur de réputation internationale en 
astrophotographie. David Malin don
nera des techniques simples pour mettre 
en évidence les couleurs des astres à 
l’aide d ’un appareil-photo ordinaire.
Ces couleurs sont d ’un grand intérêt 
scientifique et aident à nous situer dans 
notre galaxie, la Voie lactée.
M . Malin présentera des 
diapositives des objets les 
plus spectaculaires du ciel 
austral. Prises au moyen 
des plus grands télescopes 
optiques d ’Australie, ces 
images font appel à de 
nouvelles techniques con
çues pour faire ressortir 
les couleurs des objets 
astronomiques les plus 
pâles. Le diaporama 
s ’achèvera sur de récentes 
images de la supernova 1987A, phénomène qui a 
marqué la mort d ’une étoile beaucoup plus massive 
que notre Soleil.
La présentation de M . Malin sera faite uniquement 
en anglais; un interprète sera présent pour traduire 
les questions et les réponses après

Pour plus de renseignements,
téléphonez au 613 991-3044

Canada

LE JE U D I  31 M A I 1990
À  2 0  h, d a n s l ’au ditoriu m

Musée national 
des sciences 
et de la technologie





COSMI-COMICS

Hubble Space Humble Space
Telescope Telescope

"Suns pot"
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ELECTRO NIC ASTRONOTES

Thanks to Paul Feldman of HIA I am now receiving IAU Circulars of 
interest to amateurs via E-Mail. This includes the latest discoveries of 
supernovae, comets, asteroids, etc., as well as ephemerides for these 
objects and other data.

I have arranged with a local computer bulletin board system for an 
astronomy message section called AstroNotes, after this newsletter. I 
will be uploading this and other information on a regular basis, and hope 
other people will contribute as well. To get on the system, have your 
computer call 592-0240 (300 or 1200 baud). Type "NEW" to become a 
new user. There are no fees.

Doug G e o rge

NEW RASC PROMOTIONAL ITEMS Cathy Cresswell

The National Council of the RASC has recently approved the use of the
RASC emblem on several new items for sale to members:

1. RASC Golf Shirts: white jersey material, 50/50 polyester/cotton, with knitted 
collar and buttoned opening, sizes adult S, M, L, XL, with 3-inch diameter navy 
emblem screened on upper left: $20.00*.

2. RASC Stickers: white round vinyl self-adhesive stickers, peelable backing, with 
3.5 inch diameter navy emblem imprint: $1.00*.

3. RASC Keychains: clear acrylic keychains with metal ring, white insert with navy 
emblem imprinted on both sides: $4.00*.

These are available by sending a Canadian cheque or money order
payable to the Royal Astronomical Society o f Canada to:

RASC Promotional Items 
c/o Mrs. Cathy L. Cresswell 

78 Tormore Drive, Richmond Hill, Ontario, L4C 3N5

Group orders through your Centre Treasurer are encouraged in order to 
reduce packaging and postage charges (*$2.00 per shirt, $1.00 per 
keychain or sticker). Where possible, I will arrange delivery to avoid 
mailing charges completely -  contact me at (416)-884-3858.

I will be in Ottawa on the May 26/27 weekend. These items will also be 
available at the RASC General Assembly.
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ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY Eric W. C a sa g ra n d e

Being an amateur astronomer for about six months now, what really 
grabbed my interest in the first place was the idea of photographing the 
stars. Having decided to purchase a 35 mm camera, I quickly made my 
first mistake: not looking through the viewfinder. I suppose it is 
somewhat akin to kicking the tires when making a new car purchase, but 
I didn’t do that either. Had I looked through the viewfinder, I would have 
found that it had a very grey, shaded area. A couple of months later, I 
discovered that this can greatly inhibit your ability to focus, when 
shooting through a telescope.

The second error I made was in assuming that all bulb settings are the 
same. Wrong! You can get either an electronic bulb setting -  as I 
did -  or a mechanical bulb setting. The major difference between the 
two is that with a mechanical bulb setting, you can leave the shutter open 
for as long as you choose. With the electronic bulb setting you are very 
much reliant on the strength of your batteries, which may not hold out 
longer than a couple of minutes during the cold winter weather.

Having purchased a tripod and cable release, I was all set to do some 
serious astrophotography. Looking for a reasonable dark site within the 
city proved to be a challenge, but I finally settled on an area behind a 
bam on the Experimental Farm. On my second night out, I was 
approached by a car containing an employee of the Farm. He wanted to 
know what I was doing behind the barn, in -25° Celsius weather (it only 
seemed like Kelvin). After quickly assuring him that I was not some 
dastardly villain out to steal one of their cows, I received his permission 
to stay.

Of course, being a neophyte to this wonderful hobby, I just had to 
experiment with as many different types of film as my DX-coded camera 
would allow. My two favourite color print films are E ktar 25 and 
Fuji 1600 HR II. Despite the relative slow speed -  and thus increased 
exposure time -  of the E ktar 25, it has provided me with some 
excellent shots of both the Sun and Moon. I must also confess to being 
hooked on slides, due to the dynamic range they provide. Here, I lean 
towards either Ektachrome 400, or Ektachrome 800/1600 Professional 
Film (shot at 1600). Despite some people’s objections as to its 
graininess, Ektachrome 800/1600 can provide some very detailed 
pictures of the Moon’s craters, and is much more sensitive to the fainter 
magnitude stars, especially in the city, where light pollution is a 
problem.
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Doing all this photography has led me to a rather interesting discovery 
regarding DX-coded films and cameras. Films that are DX-coded have 
those silver bars printed on the cannister, which basically tell the camera 
what speed the film is. In a DX-coded camera, you have a double row of 
tiny pins, just where the film canister fits. The purpose of these pins is to 
read the film speed off the canister bars. Unfortunately, a DX-coded 
camera can restrict the types of film you shoot, since a variety of films 
aren’t DX-coded. In fact, I have been advised by Kodak that shooting a 
non-DX coded film will result in the camera shooting the film at 
ISO 100, regardless of the film speed. On top of this, my camera could 
only read DX-coded films up to 1600.

Being stubborn, I tried a rather unusual experiment to see if there might 
be a way around this "DX-coded" issue. Taking a non-DX coded film 
(Ektachrome 1600), I cut off the DX-coding bars of a Fuji 1600 colour 
print film, and put the slide film in the camera, on top of the ISO 1600 
DX-coding from the Fuji print film. Well, despite the unlikelihood of 
success, I was greatly surprised to find that my camera actually shot the 
non-DX coded 1600 slide film beautifully.

Not wanting to stop here, I went after the really impossible, attempting 
to shoot a non-DX coded black & white film, T-Max 3200. Again, using 
the Fuji 1600 colour DX-coding to try and fool the camera, I shot the roll 
of film, not really expecting too much this time. Well, much to the 
amazement of both myself and Rob Dick, the pictures came out fantastic, 
with a beautiful background of stars on each print! Having done this, I 
came to the conclusion that the only purpose of DX-coding is so that the 
camera can tell how to set its internal light meter. In normal settings, my 
pictures would have come back somewhat dark. However, since it was 
darkness I wanted in the first place, it was of no matter that the camera 
Couldn’t really tell what speed the film was. Therefore, it appears that an 
astrophotographer can pretty well shoot any film he or she wants, since 
the internal light meter of the camera is not a factor in these situations.

(Note: Don’t send your film in for processing with the wrong coding attached! You 
might get your slides developed as negatives! (Remember that reloaded cartridge, 
Sandy?) Electronic shutters, DX-coding... what we have here is another example of 
how something is continually improved until it is no good at all -Ed.)
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LUMICON SKY VECTOR: A CRITIQUE Paul Comision

Recently I acquired a Lumicon Sky Vector digital setting circles display 
for my Celestron 14 telescope. This sophisticated piece of electronic 
equipment is not difficult to install and works equally well on both 
equatorial and alt-azimuth telescope mounts. In the case of equatorial 
mounts there is no need for exact polar alignment

A list of 29 stars (24 of which can be used at the latitude of Ottawa) is 
programmed into the computer. Upon centering two or three of the listed 
stars in the telescope, a digital readout of the coordinates in now ready 
for a night’s observing.

The digital readout resolves the Right Ascension to one minute of time, 
and the Declination to ten arc-minutes. Three epochs, namely 1950.0, 
1975.0, and 2000.0 are available and easily selected.

The unit is intended to be powered by a 9-volt battery but in my case an 
AC-DC converter is used.

I shall now list the positive points:

1. Saves a great deal of time in locating objects in comparison to the 
analog setting circles.

2. Not necessary to estimate the locations for each item on the circles.

3. Display can be dimmed so there is no interference in observing.

4. Various lists can be used as the epoch can be switched.

The negative points are:

1. This equipment is really intended for portable telescopes. My 
telescope is permanently mounted yet every night I have to go 
through the whole initialization routine.

2. The cables from the encoders to the display are too inflexible and 
difficult to use. The connectors used are inadequate for the 
environment and can be easily damaged.

3. The encoders provide a resolution of 0.176° or about 10.5 arc- 
minutes. This of course is relative. With a field of one or two 
degrees it is alright but with small fields some slewing is required.
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4. The RA encoder needs a cover, as the telescope’s internal bearings 
are left exposed. The mounting bracket also did not fit well.

5. A minor point -  as with many electronic pieces of equipment the 
instructions provided are not too accurate.

My unit had one defect. The red bezel in front of the display was 
mounted improperly and blocked the movement of the power switch.

Note: I should mention a point in need of clarification. The readout on 
the declination may show +28 3 meaning 28° 30m north. Now if an 
object is at 28° 37m north it is necessary to round off the numbers and 
move to +28 4.

Conclusion

Although this equipment is rather costly (my cost was $500 for the C-14) 
I highly recommend it. The time and the frustration saved and the extra 
convenience acquired is certainly worth the price.

MARCH CENTRE MEETING Estelle Rother

Dr. Peter Millman planned with Dr. Ian Halliday, the February speaker, 
to bring the Ottawa Centre up to date about the solar system. His topic 
was New Maps o f Worlds in Space. There has been an explosion of 
information in the past two decades. Thirty new worlds have been 
photographed. Of these worlds, 23 have been discovered by the Voyager 
spacecraft.

To start, with the help of a few slides, we went back in history. The first 
slide was a picture of the moon that was drawn in the fifth century, 
before the invention of the telescope. It was not very good. A drawing 
made a year after the telescope was invented looked a little better. Lunar 
drawing has gone on for several centuries. Percival Lowell built an 
observatory in the late nineteenth century. He was interested in 
discovering the planet beyond Neptune, and in the "canals" of Mars. He 
was not young when he built the observatory, and likely was suffering 
from some visual problems, but he still drew detailed narrow lines on 
Mars. In drawings done at the opposition of 1939 and 1941, the heaviest 
"canal" line turned out to be Valles Marineris. Before the days of 
Voyager, a Mariner spacecraft photographed Mars, followed by the 
Viking orbiters. Mars has the highest mountain so far discovered in the 
solar system, rising to a height of 25 kilometres.
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When you want to represent the surface of a sphere -  or a large 
world -  on a piece of paper, a projection is used. The Mercator 
projection is common. Imagine wrapping a cylinder around a little ball. 
Where the cylinder touches the ball is the equator. Lines are drawn out 
from a point in the centre to project onto the cylinder. In this type of 
projection, small areas retain their correct shape. This is known as 
conformality. However, a whole sphere cannot be accurately represented 
because there is a tremendous difference in scale between the equator 
and higher latitudes.

Another type of projection can be used to map a hemisphere. This time, 
lay a piece of paper on top of a small ball. Take the opposite point to 
where the ball touches the paper and draw straight lines through the ball 
out to the surface. It is thus possible to get a stereographic image which 
has conformality. A third type of projection is an equal area projection of 
a sphere. In this case, equal areas have the same scale.

Scale is the next important feature of a map. It is represented by writing 
a one, followed by a colon, and then a number (eg. 1,000,000). This 
number tells you how much you have reduced the scale of the real object 
to the map.

The third thing to consider is the use of the map. A topographical map is 
used to show topographic features. A geological map is used to study the 
types of rocks and minerals of the area.

Making a map is not a simple thing to do. Many hundred photographs 
were used to produce a map of Mars. We saw slides of maps of Mars. 
These maps included Valles Marineris, which is a very large canyon that 
probably contained water at one time, and Olympus Mons, which is like 
the volcanic cones near Flagstaff, Arizona. As a reminder of the variety 
of planetary worlds, we were shown several slides. We saw active 
volcanos on Io and ice sheets on Ganymede. The ice sheets move like 
continental plates on Earth. In a close-up photo there were tracks left by 
a sliding ice sheet. These half-kilometre wide tracks definitely were not 
made by a dune buggy! Miranda is a hodge-podge of different terrains 
and rocks. Voyager also discovered many small moons. Maps have been 
made of several and a few features have been named.

Then, with the help of slides, we were taken on a brief tour of Science 
North, a family hands-on museum in Sudbury, where live pictures from 
Voyager II at Neptune were shown. Sudbury is the site of a nickel lode 
as well as one of two of the oldest impact features on Earth. After the 
impact, the weakened crust enabled some nickel to rise up, which is now 
mined. Many stayed overnight to watch Voyager’s closest approach to
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Neptune. Triton was observed early in the morning. Neptune’s largest 
satellite has no appreciable atmosphere. Neptune itself had considerable 
activity in its atmosphere. This finding was a surprise since Neptune is 
extremely cold due to its distance from the sun. The final slides showed 
covers of magazines featuring Neptune. It is obvious that Voyager II 
attracted a lot of attention at Neptune.

A question and answer session followed. After the talk there was an 
opportunity to see a display o f maps of several worlds. There were both 
topographic and geological versions of each map. There were also as 
several maps o f the Earth. This helped transfer the mind from Earth to 
the planets and understand the scale of those worlds. Lava flows out of 
volcanic areas were visible on maps of Io. The maps of Venus were 
prepared by the US Geological Survey using data supplied by the Soviets 
from their Venera spacecraft. There were also maps of Mars and 
Ganymede.

APRIL OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Estelle Rother

Hilderic Browne opened the meeting at 8:10 pm with a welcome to all, 
and an introduction to the Society. A few brief announcements followed.

Peter Ceravolo, our resident optics expert, was the first speaker. He is 
also the Comet Coordinator and mentioned that only one person had seen 
Comet Austin. With 20 X 100 binoculars, it was not an impressive sight. 
Doug George tried to observe Austin with the IRO 16-inch, but instead 
had a great view of the observatory wall. Comet Austin is expected to 
get better in the dawn sky. Doug’s comet is still visible. There is also a 
new comet, called Cernis-Kiuchi-Nakamura.

Peter complained to a friend in California about the hassle of coating 
mirrors -  they usually must be shipped to the US, often to California. 
The discussion resulted in an invitation to visit and the purchase of a van 
to drive back with a mirror coating system. Peter then showed slides of 
his friend’s home-made chambers for coating mirrors, and of the system 
designed for Peter. Now, where most people would have a washer and 
dryer in their home, Peter has an aluminizing chamber.

The 200-inch telescope on Mount Palomar requires 500 tons of glass and 
steel just to support a few ounces of aluminum. To coat a mirror, high 
purity aluminum is vaporized. Silver, which has greater reflectivity than 
aluminum, can also be used but it tarnishes easily. Since a silicon oxide 
coating is porous, it does not protect the silver under the coating. An old 
coating can be removed with a weak sodium hydroxide solution -  like
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Drano (but don’t use Drano!). Over time, the aluminum oxidizes to form 
clear aluminum oxide, so your m inor seems to disappear. (Just one 
question, Peter: how did you get your system through customs?!)

Paul Boltwood then talked about accommodating the eye’s astigmatism 
at the telescope. For people with this problem, a vertical line image 
focuses in a different place than a horizontal line image. Astronomical 
objects will be seen as elliptical instead of circular, and contrast is 
degraded at high power -  a problem for planetary observing.

Unfortunately, there is nothing an observer can do at a telescope without 
extra optics. Paul suggested that, if possible, the problem should be 
solved by wearing glasses or contact lenses. There is a problem with 
using soft contacts -  the lens can rotate on the eye and then no longer 
corrects the original problem. Wearing glasses works well for long back- 
focus lenses. To use short back-focus lenses, a lens can be attached to the 
eyepiece. There is still one more problem -  obtaining the lenses to fit 
the eyepieces. Paul has been told that the lens blanks are only available 
from a few companies.

RoseAnne Mussar, Solar Coordinator, talked about solar magnetism and 
the solar activity cycle -  the mechanism behind the solar observations 
she has discussed in previous talks. The sun rotates faster at the equator 
than at the poles. This differential rotation distorts the magnetic field 
lines. There is more distortion with each rotation until the field lines get 
stressed out and loop out of the sun. Prominences form where twisted 
field lines trap matter. Flares are sudden bursts of magnetic energy into 
the chromosphere. Where field lines exit and enter the surface 
(photosphere), sunspots form. Sunspots occur in bipolar groups or pairs. 
Sunspot activity goes through an 11 year cycle which is really a 22 year 
cycle. Sunspot pairs in one hemisphere have reverse polarities from 
sunspots in the other hemisphere. When the 11 year cycle begins, the 
polarities in each hemisphere reverse.

Rolf Meier gave the April meteor report. April is a busy month for 
meteors. The Lyrids could be seen on April 21 and 22. It may be 
somewhat chilly but observing in April has one advantage -  there are 
no mosquitoes! Rolf also suggested looking for Comet Austin and the 
Aurora Borealis.

Eric Casagrande, a new member, showed slides of sunspots and the 
moon, pointing out several Apollo landing sites. He claimed Galileo 
would have rejected his 40 mm Consumer’s special; although it was a 
little more stable after he replaced the tripod. Most slides were taken 
with a 15 second exposure. At IRO, a longer exposure time was needed.
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Rob Dick invited members to visit his observatory in May. He then gave 
the third talk in a series of "Observatories We Have Known". All 
observatories start with a empty field. He could have used a contractor, 
but that would have been too easy and too smart. Rob discovered that he 
is not a carpenter or an architect. The local neighbours came over to 
investigate. Cows are dumb but curious -  one even checked out the 
observatory interior but found its way back out without doing any 
damage.

Robin Molson reported that the gate and clubhouse keys have been 
changed. The cost of a gate key is $5.00. The cost of an observatory key 
is $35.00 instead of $40.00 as announced in March 1990 AstroNotes.

Rob McCallum reported that registration material for the General 
Assembly is now available. The registration deadline is June 1. Rob is 
asking members of the Ottawa Centre to break tradition and register 
early. Usually people in the host city are the last ones to register. The 
GA, last hosted by the Ottawa Centre in 1973, will be held from June 29 
to July 3. As the event gets closer, more people will be needed to help, 
especially for the weekend. Please see Rob if you can help.

Hilderic adjourned the meeting at 10:30 pm after several 
announcements.

THE SKY THIS MONTH(s) Derek MacLeod

The month of May is the last good month, until early August, for long 
evenings of observing. Twilight ends around 10:00 pm at the beginning 
of the month but it doesn’t end until after 11:00 pm by month’s end. This 
still leaves almost five hours of really dark observing through most of 
May.

Jupiter is unmistakable in the western evening sky in the constellation of 
Gemini. It sets about three hours after sunset. Saturn is slowly heading 
towards a July opposition. It rises about midnight. Just to the west, near 
the Milky Way but still in the constellation of Sagittarius, are Neptune 
and Uranus. Uranus is the brighter of the two at magnitude 5.5 and is 
very close to the globular cluster M22 all summer. In the morning 
eastern sky, early risers can see Venus and Mars during May and June.

Pluto celebrates a milestone in its 248 year orbit on May 7/8. Each year, 
since its discovery in 1930 by Clyde Tombaugh, Pluto has been coming 
to opposition nearer to the earth. With this closest approach, it will again 
recede further out into space along its highly eccentric orbit. Pluto
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hovers at the border of Serpens and Libra all year with a magnitude of 
13.6. For those with an 8 inch aperture telescope, or larger, don’t miss 
the chance to catch the large asteroid Juno (magnitude 10) ’overtake’ 
Pluto the first two weeks of the month. The moon plays havoc with deep 
sky observing around the second and third weeks of the month, but 
watch for a very narrow crescent new moon on the evening of May 24th; 
it may be a real challenge.
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